
1.1 // take geometry 
   from asst. 6
  join brep

01 // create surface

part a pseudo-code 

part b augmented pseudo-code

1.2 // deconstruct 
   brep - faces

02 // surface geometry

+

1.1 // create two lines; rotate top line

1.2 // loft between two lines

1.3 // linear array with rotation

03 // attractor points

04 // variability

2.1 // 
divide surface 
- divide domain
- isotrim

2.2 //
find edges
- deconstruct 
  brep - edges

2.3 // 
find midpoints
- divide curve - by ‘2’
- list item - point ‘1’

2.4 // 
connect midpoints
- line
- join curves

2.1 // divide surface

2.2 // define midpoint of each edge

2.3 // connect midpoints with lines

3.1 // create attractor point 
   to scale geometry

3.2 // create attractor point 
   to extrude geometry

PART B // Algorithmic Manipulation
Grasshopper as a Tool for Exploring Manipulation

3.1 // 
find centroid
- area

3.2 // 
create scale attractor point
- point
- distance
- bounds
- construct domain (0-1)
- remap numbers
- scale non-uniform - x

3.3 // 
create extrude attractor point
- point
- distance
- bounds
- construct domain (0-1)
- remap numbers
- extrude

Assignment 7:

TURNING TORSO SCULPTURE

u count: 7  v: count: 3

scale domain: 0.033 to 1  
extrude domain: 0 to -7.2

4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.5

The pseudo-code defined in part a was augmented slightly in part b. Rather than simplifying the surface to 
one face of the sculpture, the surface of the entire project that was created in assignment 6 was utilized. Addi-
tionally, the rotate attractor point was omitted in the final grasshopper definition due to the presence of heavy 

computations after the first two attractor points were applied.
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u count: 3  v: count: 3

scale domain: 0.033 to 1  
extrude domain: 0 to -7.2

u count: 3  v: count: 3

scale domain: 0.033 to 1  
extrude domain: 0 to -17.2

u count: 5  v: count: 5

scale domain: 0 to 1  
extrude domain: 0 to -7.2

u count: 10  v: count: 10

scale domain: 0 to 0.286  
extrude domain: 0.141 to -8.9


